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CBBS charges niajors $2,000 niore in tuition
as well. According to The
State, USC is considering
increasing tuition for some
majors
and
decreasing
tuition for others. Two
factors under consideration
by USC president Harris
Pastides for implementing a
policy of differential tuition
are the cost of providing a
major and potential salary of
jobs related to that major.
Pastides
compares
engineering and philosophy
degrees: "Look at what
it costs to deliver an
engineering degree," Pastides
said to trustees in December.

Justin Lee Campbell
News Editor
At Clemson University,
some majors cost more
than others. For example,
a
full-time
in-state
junior maionng in civil
engineering will pay $7,016
in tuition per semester, but
a full-time in-state junior
majoring in psychology will
pay $8,016. The reason for
the $1,000 difference is that
the psychology department
lies in the College of
Business and Behavioral
Sciences (CBBS).
According to Student
Financial Services, junior
and senior CBBS majors
are required to pay an extra
$1,000 per semester, which is
capped at $4,000 (over four
semesters) . In orde r to take
CBBS 3000- and 4000-level
courses, students from other
colleges at Clemson must
pay an additional $ 100
per credit hour, which is
capped at $1,000 (10 credit
hours). Chief Public Affairs
Officer Cathy Sams stated
that the "differential fee
was implemented in 2005
to add faculty in order to
meet demand for increased
courses and increase quality
by providing funding for
leadership
development,
ipternship
opportunmes,
more honors classes and
dedicated advising."
A 2011 survey by the
Cornell Higher Education
Research Institute "found
143
public
academic
institutions
with
some
[form]
of
differential
tuition," or varying tuition
costs " based on major.
Clemson is on the list, and
the University of South
Carolina may end up on it

"THE TOTAL IN
STATE COST OF
TUITION AND FEES
AND ROOM AND
BOARD AT CLEMSON
IS $27,890
(WITHOUT A
LAPTOP), WHICH IS
ABOUT 30 PERCENT
HIGHER THAN THE
NATIONAL AVERAGE
OF $19,548."

"Yet these two students
pay the same amount of
tuition ." Pastides also noted
that humanities majors lead
to "lower salary potential,"
which is one rationale
for decreasing tuition for
some majors.
National
The
Association of Colleges and

Employers (NACE) provides
evidence to back up Pastides'
statements.
NACE's
Fall
2015
Salary Survey found that
"the average starting salary
for a bachelor's degree
graduate from the Class of
2015 stands at $50,651."
Computer and Information
Sciences degrees top the list
at $65,849, while English
degrees have the lowest salary
at $34,072 . In comparison,
the average starting salary
for an engineering degree
is $61,819 . USC's Bursar's
Office,
which
oversees
the university's financial
affairs, charges engineering
and computing majors the
following extra fees: $228
per semester for freshmen,
$504 for non-freshmen and
a lab fee of $22.8 .
_
T he State reported
that USC spokesman Wes
Hickman explaining _ that
these fees are for "higher
faculty and lab costs" rather
than for class demand
or
potential
salaries.
"Charging extra tuition for
some majors would add
transparency to bill[s]," said
Pastides. "You have to look
behind a lot of stuff to find
out that going to nursing is
more expensive."
While Clemson's CBBS
charges its majors $2,000
more per academic year than
the College of Engineering
and Science, engineering
degrees have a higher average
starting salary. According to
NACE, the average starting
salary
for
engineering
degrees is $61,819 while the
salaries for business, social
sciences and psychology
are $49,536, $30,088 and
$27,500 respectively.
Interim Dean of CBBS,

Robert McCormick, further
explained the reasoning
behind the CBBS fee.
He noted that before the
implementation of the fee,
classes filled so q uick.ly that
students had to take summer
courses or an extra semester.
McCormick said that the
extra charge "allows us to
meet student enrollment
demand
far
better
than earlier."
Currently,
both
Clemson and USC charge
higher tuition than other
schools in the nation, on
average. According to the
College Board, the average
in-state cost of tuition and
fees at a four-year public
university for 2015-2016
is $9,410, compared to
Clemson's $14,272 - about
;H_percent higher than the
national average. An analysis
by The State says that both
Clemson and USC "charge
about 40 percent more in
tuition than the average
public four-year school."
When asked about the
higher cost of tuition in SC
schools, SC State Senator
responded, "The General
Assembly has made sure
that over the last several
years, tuition has been at the
consumer price index."
The total in-state cost
of tuition and fees and room
and board at Clemson is
$27,890 (without a laptop),
which is about 30 percent
higher than the national
average of $19,548.
Provost ·· of Clemson
Dr. Robert Jones responded
to this saying that Clemson
works to · "reduce costs
through scholarships" and
that Clemson is "a good
investment
relative
to
other universities."
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Watson will lead Oemson in the National Championship.

GAMEDAV POLICY FOR
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
Alexa Kramer / / Contributor
As of 6:00 p.m. on Jan . 1, 2016, a student petition to
cancel classes on Jan. 11 for the National Championship
game was made on Clemson Undergraduate Student
Government's website, We The Tigers. By Jan . 3, the petition
had disappeared from the site. Whether the petition was
taken down by accident or purposefully removed from
the site was unclear. However, prior to its disappearance,
the petition had more than the 150 signatures required
for CUSG to address the idea and consider taking action.
When asked what happened to the student petition, CUSG
President Shannon Kay responded, "The petition was filed
after Student Government had already begun communicating
with Vice President Jacks, and the sentiments of the petition
were properly communicated after [its] publication as well."
Whether or not students will be penalized for missing class
to attend the National Championship game remains unclear.
Kay confirmed that Student Government communicated
with Vice President Jacks regarding students' main concern
that a student's decision to attend or not attend the
National Championship game should not elicit any negative
consequences, but the official academic guidelines outlined
in the Inside Clemson email signed by the Executive Vice
President for Academic Affairs Robert H. Jones were vague.
In regards to students missing class to attend the CFP
championship game, the email stated, "We ask that all faculty
provide flexibility to students who choose to attend the
game. This flexibility may include excused absences coupled
with work outside of class hours that will hold students to
the rigor and work needed to advance their learning."
Since faculty was asked rather than directed to
provide flexibility-which may or may not involve excused
absences- there is no guarantee that a student who misses
class to attend the game will not be penalized.
A top 20 university, Clemson has gained national
attention for its undefeated football season, and has a chance
this Monday to win the national title for the first time since
1981. Morgan Kilpatrick, a senior here at Clemson, thinks
that it is a good idea for the university to cancel classes.
"Classes should be cancelled because this could be a once in
a lifetime experience for us . College is about more than just
an education; it's also about doing spontaneous things like
this with your friends and making memories to cherish your
whole life," said Kilpatrick.
Vice President Jacks said that Provost Robert H . Jones,
other members of Executive Leadership and she discussed
game day policy. "I was told by Shannon Kay that at one time
there was a student petition posted to consider canceling class,
but she shared that she thought chat was not the best way
to communicate the thoughts of students, and she became
involved in the discussion of the policy which you have now
seen in Inside Clemson," said Jacks. When asked about Jacks'
comments, Kay said there was some miscommunication and
noted, "When we spoke on the phone, I emphasized the main
sentiments of students as outlined in the petition: a student's
decision to attend or not attend the National Championship
game should not elicit any negative consequences."
Clemson will play Alabama in the CFB National
Championship on Monday, Jan. 11 at 8:30 p.m. on ESPN.
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CLEMSON-BASED PROGRAM TEAMS WITH OKLAHOMA TO
COMBAT LOW NATIVE AMERICAN GRADUATION RATES
Saavon Smalls
Associate Editor

success in 2016. According
to Director of NDPC/N
Dr. Sandy Addis, their
mission
is
to
provide
trammg opportunities and
other resources to decrease
the dropout rates among
Native Americ;ins.
"We look for partners
and
entities
to
help
accomplish this goal," said
Addis. In 2015 , contact was
made between the NDPC/N
and two other organizations.
"We zeroed in on
Oklahoma," said Addis.
The reasoning? Oklahoma's
success in graduation rates.
"Oklahoma has done
a great job of improving
Native American graduation
rates to about 80 percent,"
said
Addis.
"Native
American youth historically
and currently have the
lowest graduation rates .. .
Oklahoma's 80 percent is
above and beyond other

For two years, Clemson
and Oklahoma have been
rivals,
dominating
the
football
fields for
rhe
chance to conquer. This
year however, the two
. schools
find
themselves
teaming up together to help
others triumph.
March 6-9 marks the
week of the 2016 National
Forum
on
Dropout
Prevention.
Sponsored
by the National Dropout
Prevention Center/Network
(NDPC/N), the event is
dedicated towards increasing
the
college
graduation
rate
among
Americans
specifically,
among
Native Americans.
The
group,
based
in Clemson, has run the
conference for six years
and is hoping for greater
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schools' 60 and sometimes
50 percent retention rate."
According
to
the
National Indian Education
Association, "in 2012, 39
[percent]
of
[American
Indian] students who started
in 2005 as first-time, full
time students at four year
institutions
graduated,
compared to 60 percent of
White students."
The
study
further
showed
that
. Native
Americans make up only
0.6 percent
of public
institutions, whereas their
white counterparts make
up 63 percent. However,
21 percent of female Native
American students obtained
STEM degrees in 2015,
which is close to the 23
percent of white female
students. Additionally, 27
percent of Native American
males also obtained STEM
degrees, the same as white
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male students.
Focusing on strategies
to
increase
Native
Americans' graduation rate,
the event topics for the
National Forum on Dropout
Prevention will range from
safety and student wellness,
addressing the gaps in
student opportunity and
com·munity engagement and
behavioral support.
The conference will be
held in Oklahoma City at
the Renaissance Oklahoma
Convention Center Hotel.
Speakers will include activists
in the Native American
community, such as Albert
Pooley, founder of the Native
American Fatherhood and
Families Association and
Bill Mendoza, director of
the White House Initiatives
on American Indians and
Alaska Natives. Students can
register by going to www.
dropoutprevention .org.

STATISTICS ON NATIVE
AMERICAN STUDENTS
ONE PARENT WITH AT LEAST
ABACHELOR'S DEGREE
WHITE:60%
NATIVEAMERICAN:39%

COLLEGE GRADUATION RATE
WH ITE:37%
NATIVE AMERICAN:12%

25-34 YEAR-OLDS WITH
BACHELOR'S DEGREE
WH ITE:48%
NATIVE AMERICAN 19%

NEWS BRIEF: TIGER STATUE
STOLEN ON COLLEGE AVE.
Jessica Osher
Contributor
According to Clemson
City Police Department's
Twitter, the tiger statue
outside of the Bank of
America at the corner of
College Avenue and Wall
Street was stolen between
6 p .m. on Monday and 9
a.m . on Tuesday.

As of Wedn esday, the
police do not know how
the statue was stolen .
According to Chief
D ixon,
there are no
suspects or leads. While
many are speculating that
this theft is related to the
National Championship,
the police have given no
indication of an y evidence
to support such theories .

Anyone
with
information perta1mng to
this event should contact
the
Clemson
Police
Department at 864-6242000 or Detective Mike
Arflin at 864-624-2008.
Calls may be anonymous,
and
with
no
leads,
investigators urge anyone
with
information
to
step forward.

Oemson e.x:cbao~ mulent Eve Tunstall rings in the New Year with friends in Time Square.
Kelly Colwell
Asst. News Editor
Clemson had 61 foreign
exchange students this year,
and the 23 full-year students
had to make the decision
between taking an often
expensive flight home or
staying in Clemson. According
to Director of Clemson
Abroad Uttiyo Raychaudhuri,
"Most of our exchange
students choose to spend
their holiday break traveling
in the US to experience other
regions. In addition, some
of our students spend the
holidays with their American
friends
experiencing
the
holidays
with
an
American family."
Eve Tunstall, an exchange
student from the University
of Aberdeen in England,
spent her break with another
foreign exchange student from
Toronto. Tunstall attended
Toronto sports games, art
exhibits and visited Ni;igara
Falls. "I spent a week in
Toronto with my friend, where
we spent two days in Kingston
visiting friends who were
studying abroad at Queens
University," said Tunstall. She
also spent a week in New York
with friends from London.
Tunstall said, "The highlight
of this trip was spending New
Year's Eve in Times Square
... It was also great to see the
news that Clemson had won
the Orange Bowl on a huge

Raychaudhuri said that
newsreel in Times Square."
Clemson deals with over
She explained that there is a
1,500 international students,
good community at Clemson
either
traveling or on campus,
for exchange students, as
so "health and safety welfare
friendships and "travel groups"
checks are not required"
quickly formed. They all
began traveling and becoming Tunstall said, "Clemson does
keep in contact a lot with news
closer during the fall semester,
and
events around campus .. .
so by winter break, almost
about a few times a week."
everyone had plans to travel
Although the majority
with others.
of exchange students travel
Some students stayed on
during break, some stay
campus, deciding it was not
in Clemson to "continue
worth the trip home. Huili Li,
research, work on dissertations
president of the Falun Dafa
and theses and rest before the
Club, says she does not fly
semester
ahead," according to
home to China because none
Raychaudhuri. Students who
of her friends or family have
do decide to stay on campus
a break from work and class
have to notify University
over that time. She usually
Housing and can get care and
flies home during summer
support
from Student Affairs
break because it is longer. Li
personnel
and
Clemson
said that though the campus
abroad staff on campus.
was rather desolate and most
They are also offered
of her friends were busy
opportunities to experience
with dissertations, they got
U.S.
traditional
holidays
together in groups to go out.
through the Clemson Area
With the Internet, they were
International
Friendship
all able to stay in contact
Society
(CAif),
Friends
of
with friends and family from
Internationals and Clemson
. home and never ran out
Experience. · CAif allows
of entertainment.
Clemson
international
Although students. from
many backgrounds stayed . students to sign up for a U.S.
on campus, Li said they did ·host family experience for ·
not tend to mix groups: winter break and throughout
the year; it serves as a "home
"Because [exchange students]
away
from home, said
have
different
cultures,
Raychaudhuri.
Clemson
they may have personal
Experience is a buddy program
friends from India or Asian
organized
by Clemson's Office
countries or othe.r European
of Global Engagement that
countries, but I never heard
also
connects international
of an organization with all the
students with local ' students
people hanging together."

Holiday decorations decked the Upstate over Winter Break.
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Mark Hinds
Contributor
People love Trump because
he is not afraid to say what is
on people's minds. He does not
have to play by the rules of the
politically correct police because
he's not a career politician, but
rather a real estate tycoon. He
can storm up on a debate stage,
call Carly Fiorina ugly, take
shots at Megyn Kelly and more
or less express his dislike towards
Hispanics, and people still love
him. Jeb Bush, Rand Paul and
Marco Rubio could not get up in
&ont of a camera and say some
of the stuff that Trump has said.
If they did, their chance to live
at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
would disappear faster than
Hillary's emails.
Not too long ago, Donald
Trump made the assertion that
we should temporarily put a hold
on all Muslim immigration into
our country until we can create
a tougher screening process for
immigrants, destroy radical
Islam (that's right Barack, I said
it) and bring terrorist attacks in
America and the rest of the free
world to a halt. The Republican
and Democratic Parties both
went apes***, and The Donald's
poll numbers when soaring.
Stop for a second.
There is the problem:
poll numbers. At this point in
time, all we have to judge the
candidates success by are polls
and debates. That fact, I believe,
is Trump's Achilles heel. When it
is all said and done and it is time
to vote, I think and hope people
will come to their collective

senses and sober up from this
Trump fling and realize that we
probably need someone with a
wee bit of political sense and
experience in the oval office i.e.
not a real estate tycoon.
There are three flaws that
Donald Trump possesses that
hinder his ability to be deemed
presidential material. The first
being the fact that he is too
thin-skinned. As I mentioned
earlier, he went off on Megyn
Kelly just for questioning one
of his policies during the first
presidential debate. That is her
job as the moderator; she was
supposed to ask challenging and
thought-provoking questions,
and The Donald got his feelings
hurt and accused her of many
things, making some outlandish
comments that had nothing to
do with what was happening.
He said she had "blood coming
out of her eyes," "blood coming
out of her wherever."
We do not need a president
who lashes out at anyone who
questions his judgment, policies
or actions. I hate to tell you this,
but when you are the president,
people are going to criticize you
and question your judgment.
It is a given. What will happen
when Putin or Netanyahu
verbally attacks him? He will
probably send our troops and
military to fight a war over
harsh words.
The second is his lack of
political experience. He has
never been a senator, governor
or even a mayor before in his
life. How can someone who
has never been in the political
system, who has never even
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Trump has been a prominent political candidate in the 2016 presidential campaign.
served in an elected office, be a
successful president? He cannot.
My final problem with
Trump as president may seem
a bit paradoxical because it is
actually what is currently fueling
his campaign and success among
non-establishment republicans.
To be honest, it is my favorite
part about him. I am talking
about his political incorrectness.
I love it, and so do his
supporters. I admire his lack of
political correctness. However,
we cannot deny the fact that we
live in a world where there are
PC police on every corner, just
waiting to condemn someone
for one slip of the tongue. It is a
terrible thing, but it is the truth.
We need a president who
has the control and discipline to
hold his tongue at certain times.
Donald Trump, as we have

recently seen, does not possess
such self-discipline. His most
likeable quality could ultimately
be his downfall if we were to
elect him.
I honestly believe that
Trump is enjoying running for
president more than he would
like being the president.
That being said, the man
has some good points. He could
quite possibly do a better job
than some may think, minus
the Great Wall of 'Merica
we want to build along our
southern border. But here is
the question: would he do the
best job as president? Would
he do better than a career
politician such as Cruz, Bush
or Rubio who have spent the
majority of their professional
careers in an elected office and
understand the ends and outs of

the American political system? I
think not.
A while ago, Donald
Trump signed some dumb
piece of paper saying that he
would not run as a third party
candidate if he was not elected
as the GOP nomlnee. Bullsh*t.
You mean to tell me that ifTed
Cruz or Marco Rubio wins the
GOP nomination and, dare I
say it, if Hillary Clinton wins
the democratic nomination, he
would not challenge them?
The positive of Donald
Trump's campaign is that
it is making people my age
more interested in politics
than ever before, which
is a good thing. We need ·
an informed youth because we
are the future that will mold
and shape America for years
to come.
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An opinion on Christians' role in the refugee crisis
Collin Armstrong
Contributor
I do not like politics, let
that be known.
Part of it is because I
know the opinions I have
and I don't need other people
to tell me that I am right or
wrong. But over the past few
days (largely due to increased
terror threats), I have become
very intrigued by the topic of
foreign policy and causes of all
of the turmoil in the Middle
East, specifically Syria.
One of the heavily
controversial issues in the
media currently is how to

a:::::

SOCIAL MEDIA
handle the Syrian refugee
crisis, as people attempt to
escape the conflict in their
home country.
lnitially, when hearing
about the issue of whether
or not we should allow the
refugees into the United
States, into our states, into
our communities, I was very
opposed. Of course not! The
terrorists responsible for the
bombings were allegedly from
the Netherlands and Syria.
Isis is located in Syria. You
expect us to let the enemy in
our front door? Anyone with
half a brain could see that we

would be setting ourselves up
for a catastrophe by allowing
them in.
However, Muslims aren't
terrorists . In the same way
that all Germans did not hate
Jews, how high and mighty
are we that we feel like we can
stick an entire people group
in a category dictated by the
minority? Something deep
down inside me was troubled
by my initial hesitation.
Something within me knew
that something was wrong
with this verdict I had blindly
come to.
The more I thought
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Dear Editor,
I am a staff member here at
Clemson and nearing retirement. I
was yet again pleasantly reminded
of how nice students at Clemson
are a few weeks ago before
Christmas break. I was coming
back across campus and got
caught in a downpour and I had
no umbrella. By the time I made
it to the east part of the library
walkway, I must've looked like a
drowning rat. A student came up
to me with an umbrella and asked
if she could walk me to where I was
going. (Mind you, she was heading
in exactly the opposite direction,
so I know it wasn't on her way.) I

thought "Wow, that is SO nice!" I
declined her offer since I was almost
at my destination, but I couldn't get
over how thoughtful it was. It made
my day.
I will be retiring in 2016, so
I have been here quite a few years.
I feel so blessed to work at such a
great place with such great students.
I would just like to say thank you to
the many students I have met over
the years and for all of the small
acts of kindness (there have been
many) like that offered to me by the
student on the Library walkway in
December. Thank you all.

ru-1~ f'Pe,/,1e,,
Clemson University/ CAFLS

l

Recruitment Coordinator ·
recruitment.thetigernews@gmail.com

about it, the more my mindset
changed. Not because I saw
all of the posts proclaiming
"What Would Jesus Do?" We
all know what Jesus would
do. But Jesus was also the
Son of God and there are
lots of things that he · does
that I (wrongfully) refuse to
do daily.
What I began to wonder
is when did we, as Christians,
begin fearing death? Why do
we live in a world where the
Great Commission cannot be
fulfilled because we are nervous
that we might suffer because
of it? I mean, if we let Muslims
into our communities, they
would be literally flocking
to us. We would not have to
go across the world to reach
those that are far from Christ
because they would live right
next to us. And I am sorry if
it would increase the chances
of us having to suffer, but I
don't really remember where
the Bible tells us that we will
walk through this life without
having to face the evil reality
of sin.
I love living, don't get me
wrong. I love life. But if I have
to forfeit my life so that one
person, just one, can come
to life and share with me in
eternal life, then I count it
all as gain. There are things
in this world that are more
important to me than making
sure that I live another day.
(Cue Philippians 1:21.)
I appreciate the concern
that people have for their
families, and it is easy to say
that I will give up my life, but
it way harder to say that I am
willing to give up someone
else's life. But what I want to

know is why the earthly life of
my loved ones is worth more
than the eternity of suffering
that others may have to go
through? That seems a bit
selfish to me.
By allowing refugees
to come, we are giving our
nation the opportunity to
share the love of Christ with
those who might otherwise
not receive it. We have the
opportunity to give hope
to those who are weary. We
have the opportunity to give
peace to those who have heavy
hearts. We are able to share the
almighty truth that God, our
Father, loves us with a passion.
Maybe I'm naive for
these thoughts, but if we go
throughout our lives with the
only goal of having peace in
our country, we are running
a race that will never be
completed. As long as sin lives
in the world, we cannot live in
harmony with it.
I am sorry if I have come
across as pushy and in-your
face, but the longer I have
thought about it, the more
worked up I get. Jesus came
to bear our cross and we get
to receive the reward. The
way I see it, all that matters is
that we get to share that good
news with others, and such a
situation has presented itself
right before our very eyes.
I am not accepting
terrorism. I am not accepting
evil. What I am accepting
is that there is a purpose
behind the chaos. God works
in miraculous ways, so why
should we limit Him in order
to live a life that focuses on
ourselves rather than everyone
who is made in His image?
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Senior defensive end Shaq Lawson (90) tackles Oklahoma quarterback Baker Mayfield (6) in the Orange Bowl Semi-Final on New Year's Eve. Lawson was injured early in the game.

ers SET TO TAKE ON rimson I
II

Matthew Bridges

Asst. Sports Editor
One more win ... that's
all the Clemson football
team needs in order to make
history. One more. With a
victory over the Crimson
Tide of Alabama in the
National
Championship
game on January 11, the
Tigers would become 15-0, a
feat accomplished by no other
team throughout the course of
college football history. This,
according to Clemson Head
Coach Dabo Swinney, would
make this Clemson team "the
best ever," and any argument
against this claim would
be completely absurd. The
implications of a Clemson

ER
Willie Webb
Contributor
In an interview with
ESPN earlier this year,
DeAndre Hopkins said, "I
think I am the best receiver
in the NFL," and this season
he has done nothing but
prove why that statement
may very well be valid.
Hopkins has emerged as one
the premier wide receivers

victory are pretty clear;
however, the keys to achieving
victory are a little more vague.
There is no clear-cut recipe
for success against this stout
Alabama team, but there are
certain matchups within the
game that will absolutely be
influential on the final score.

Mackensie Alexander
Calvin Ridley

vs

Ridley, the star freshman
wide receiver for the Tide, is
coming off of an outstanding
performance
against
Michigan State in the Cotton
Bowl. In the 38-0 routing of
the Spartans, Ridley caught
eight passes for 138 yards and
two touchdowns. With this
performance, he set a new

Alabama freshman record for
single-season receiving yards
(1,031 yards). Mackensie
Alexander, Clemson's star
sophomore cornerback, has
opposing
repeatedly put
wide receivers on lockdown.
With an attitude as intense
as
his
athletic
ability,
Alexander would welcome
a matchup against Ridley.
By shutting down Ridley
and
forcing
Alabama
quarterback Jake Coker to
find other targets, a huge
Alabama scoring threat will
be hampered.

Clemson's
Line
vs
Defensive Line

Offensive
Alabama's

Most likely, the team

that controls the trenches in
this matchup will go on to
win the game. If Clemson
wishes to continue their
offensive dominance, it is
critical that the offensive line
holds up against Alabama's
strong
defensive
line.
Alabama is ranked nationally
as having the No. 1 rushing
defense, allowing only 70.8
yards per game on the ground
and a minimal six total
rushing touchdowns for the
season. Clemson's rushing
attack has been a huge part
of the team's success, rushing
for 33 touchdowns on the
year. If Clemson's offensive
line can create holes for
Wayne Gallman and allow
time for Deshaun Watson ro

find his targets, the Tigers
could continue to dominate
on offense. If not, Clemson's
defense will have to rise to
the occasion.

Clemson's Defensive Line vs
Derrick Henry

of defensive end Shaq
Lawson. Lawson sprained his
MCL on the second play of
the game against Oklahoma
in the Orange Bowl, and
he commented that he is
"feeling sore, hurt right
now."

However,

Swinney

Heisman winner Derrick
Henry has been a nightmare
for opposing defenses this
year, rumbling for a staggering
147.2 yards per game and
25 total touchdowns. Dabo
Swinney spoke with the media
earlier in the week and said,
"If you don't stop the run, you
have zero chance. Absolutely
zero." Stopping Henry will
be no easy task for Clemson's
defense, and it would be even
harder without the presence

told the media that he is
"very optimistic that he'll
be able to play." Henry will
surely be a huge factor due to
sheer volume of carries and
his amazing athletic talent,
but even limiting him to a
subpar performance for his
standards would be a success
for Clemson's defense.
Be sure to tune in to
ESPN on Jan. 11 at 8:30 p.m.
EST ro watch the Tigers take
on the Crimson Tide.

went 8-3 over the last 11
games of the NFL regular
season, including a game
against the New York Jets
in which Hopkins (who
was matched up with
cornerback Darrelle Revis,
who is regarded as the best
cornerback in the NFL) had
five catches totaling 118
yards and two touchdowns.
Over that I I-game stretch,
Hopkins accumulated 69
catches,
943
receiving
yards and eight receiving
touchdowns, (Many players
don't even accumulate this
over the course of a whole
season!) Those are some
ridiculous receiving stats
for only 11 games, almost
as ridiculous as some of the
catches Hopkins has made

this season. The Texans
have qualified for the NFL
Playoffs and will take on the
Kansas City Chiefs (I 1-5)
this upcoming Saturday.
Hopkins finished the
NFL regular season catching
111
passes (the third
most in NFL), resulting
in 1,521 receiving yards
(again the third most in
NFL) and 11 touchdowns
(tied for the fourth most
NFL).
Furthermore,
in
he
completed
his
third
consecutive
NFL
regular season in which he
started and played in every
game.
Likely,
Hopkins
will go into the postseason
looking to prove why he
thinks he is the best receiver
in the NFL.

THE NFL:
in the NFL today. His
performance has placed him
in the same league as elite
receivers such as Julio Jones,
Antonio Brown and Odell
Beckham Jr.
In the first 11 games this
season, Hopkins had already
outperformed
statistically
his previous season, eclipsing
1,000 receiving yards for the
second time in his young
three-year career. This shows
how much improvement
he has made, and how the
transition to becoming the

primary receiving option on
his team was a smooth and
successful one.
The 6' l" wide receiver
is also known as "Nuk"
and has had the most
successful season of all
former Clemson football
players currently in the
NFL. He finished amongst
the NFL's elite in multiple
receiving categories and
had the best season of any
wide receiver to come out of
Clemson. Hopkins was one
of the NFL's most targeted
receivers, with 192 this
season. He was also amongst
the best in the NFL in first
down catches, making 83
out of 111 catches - making
75 percent of his catches
first downs.

Coming
into
this
season, Hopkins played in
32 career games (equaling
two NFL seasons), and
in those 32 career games
he had a total of eight
touchdowns . This season
he has more than doubled
that, with a career-high of
11 touchdowns. Hopkins
has also been one the best
fantasy football
options
at wide receiver this year.
NFL.com Fantasy Football
and ESPN Fantasy Football
have Hopkins ranked as the
sixth best fantasy football
wide receiver.
Not only has Hopkins
experienced
individual
success, but he also has
helped the Houston Texans
ro a 9-7 record. The Texans

E-mail: thetigersports@g1nail.co1n
for -more infor-mation.
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COACHING AGAINST A.~
Dabo Swinney will coach against his alnia niater
in the National Chanipionship ganie
Jack O'Reilly
Contributor

c..J
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Clemson Head Coach Daho Swinney celebrates after a game in Death Valley.

Zachary Clark
Contributor
After defeating the
Florida State Seminoles
on Saturday 84-75, the
Clemson
Tigers
men's
basketball team traveled
to the Carrier Dome to
face ACC foe Syracuse.
The Orange came into the
ballgame winless in ACC
play, with two straight
losses on the road against
Pittsburgh and No. 13
Miami. The game was
back-and-forth the enrire
with
Clemson
night,
eventually pulling out the
7 4-73 win in overtime in a
hostile environment.
The Tigers came out in
the first half and were on fire
from deep, shooting five of
eight from the three-point
line. Going into halftime
the Tigers led 33-25 and
were able to move the ball
around and score against the
tough Syracuse 2-3 zone. In
the second half the Tigers
cooled down from deep,
only making three of nine
attempts, but found success
inside. Although the Tigers
struggled from the three
point line in the second half,
they were able to scratch
and claw and find ways to
put the ball in the basket.
Guard Gabe DeVoe
knocked down two three
pointers in the first half
and a third in the second
half, which was the biggest

shot of the game to
force overtime.
Guard Jordan Roper,
who was scoreless going
into overtime, knocked
down two big free throws
with 19.3 seconds left to
secure the Clemson victory.
Though Roper scored just
two points, he was able
to have 10 assists and two
steals on the defensive end.
Offensively, Clemson was
led by Jaron Blossomgame,
who had 20 points and
six rebounds, and Landry
Nnoko, who had 19 points
and 10 rebounds (but fouled
out in overtime) .
Both Avry Holmes
and DeVoe were big from
behind
the
three-point
line, Holmes finished with
12 points and DeVoe had
11 points. As a team, the
Tigers shot 54 percent from
the field , 47 percent from
the three point line and 91
percent from the free throw
line. On the defensive end
the Tigers were able to force
Syracuse to take tough,
contested shots resulting in
38 percent shooting from
the field and from the three
point line.
Syracuse was led by
guard Michael Gbinije,
who finished with 22
points,
and
freshman
Malachi Richardson, who
finished with 21 points.
Richardson knocked down
a big time corner three over
two Clemson defenders,

When asked why he
accepted the job as Alabama's
head football coach in 1958
after successful stints at the
University of Kentucky and
Texas A&M, Bear Bryant
responded, "When Mama
calls, you come home."
Next
Monday
in
Phoenix, Dabo Swinney
will be coaching against his
and Bear Bryant's shared
"mama," and the matchup
between alumnus and alma
mater makes this national
championship so much more
interesting. A win for either
Nick Saban or Swinney
would leave him the greatest
coach in his school's history,
but a win by Clemson could
mark the beginning of the
end for Coach Swinney in
Clemson and pave the road
back home to "Mama."
The reasons for Coach
Swinney to accept the
head coaching position at
Alabama at some point in
the future are as numerous
as they are well known.

He's from Alabama. He
played there in the early
'90s, won a championship
in '92 and wore the ring
from that championship
in the Clemson football
offices until very recently.
The
Alabama
football
program is without equal
in American college sports,
and winning there makes
you a legend beyond
what
Clemson
can
currently provide.
We know all that, but
what Alabama didn't know
before this season was
how good Dabo Swinney
could be at Alabama.
Everybody knows he can
recruit, but recruiting is
easy enough at Alabama, so
saying "[Swinney's] a good
recruiter" doesn't mean as

much there as it does at
Clemson. What Dabo and
his staff did this season
was take a young team,
one expected to be good
NEXT season, and make
them great THIS season.
That's what great coaching
looks like, and it's what
Alabama wants in a coach.

The talent is going to show
up in Tuscaloosa; can the
coach prepare it faster than
anybody else?
Furthermore, beating
Alabama in a national
championship is the clearest
way to demonstrate to
everybody involved that
you can win at Alabama.
Boosters and fans, folks with
enough money and team
spirit to buy Nick Saban's
house for him, would go
from skeptical to downright
enthusiastic about a Saban
Swinney transition.
If
Clemson
wins
next Monday, it'll be one
of the greatest days in
Clemson history and the
peak of Dabo's career. It
could also be the night
that leads Dabo back home
to Alabama. If it does, I
don't think any of us can
blame him or will harbor
he's
any hard feelings taken a small town in the
Upstate to the peak of
college football and done
it in a way that we can be
proud of. What a time to be
a Clemson Tiger.

Clemson center Sidy Djitte (50) prepares to shoot at a home game. Djitte is averaging 5.6 points per game this season.
but struggled late at the
free throw line. Although
Syracuse didn't get the win,
they were able to force 14
turnovers in the ballgame.

Syracuse has now dropped
three in a row in ACC play
and will look to turn things
around on Saturday, Jan. 9
against No. 6 U N C. One

plus for Syracuse is that
Head Coach Jim Boeheim is
returning from suspension.
The Clemson Tigers
have now improved to 9-6,

2-1 in ACC play. Clemson
will be back at home at noon
on Sunday to take on No. 16
Louisville at the Bon Secours
Wellness Arena.

CLEMSON MEN'S BASKETBALL OFF TO AGOOD START IN CONFERENCE PLAY

Clemson forward Donte Grantham (15) attempts a shot against N.C. Central.
Cole Little
Contributor
December was nor the
best month for the Clemson
Tigers'
men's
basketball
team, going 3-4 and looking
fairly innocuous offensively.

However, the Tigers are off
to a surprisingly good start
to Atlantic Coast Conference
play, fully epitomized by
their upset road victory over
the Syracuse Orange on
Tuesday night.
Clemson defeated the

Florida State Seminoles this
past weekend fairly handily.
This was another somewhat
startling victory considering
FSU has been a major thorn
in the side of Clemson since
Tigers Head Coach Brad
Brownell took the helm. Prior

to Tuesday's game, ACC play
began for the Tigers with a
valiant performance in a losing
effort to the North Carolina
Tar Heels. Since Clemson has
never won in Chapel Hill,
where the aforementioned
game was played, the Tigers'
competitive spirit against the
No. 7-ranked team in the
nation on the road is worthy
of commendation.
Appropriately
enough,
the Tigers do appear to be
an entirely new team at the
beginning of the new year,
clearly having moved on from
the disappointing losses of
December. Back-to-back losses
at the hands oftwo rivals, South
Carolina and Georgia, sparked
rumors that Brownell was on
the hot seat. The offense was
dismal, the big men seemed to
have regressed from the month
before and the only consistent
performer on offense was
forward Jaron Blossomgame.
Perhaps Brownell took the

rumors to heart and incited a
major schematic change with
his team, because the Tigers
are leaps and bounds better
than this time last month.
Significant road victories,
which are major resume
boosters for the NCAA
Tournament, have been few
and far between for Clemson
since they last made a March
Madness appearance in 2011.
This means that defeating
Syracuse in the Carrier Dome
is monumental. Ironically
enough,
Brownell
didn't
seem surprised by his team's
performance. Speaking after
the key win over Florida State,
Coach Brownell told reporters,
"Outstanding win for us; I
thought our guys have really
been focused since Christmas.
We have done a really good
job in preparation for both
games; North Carolina and
Florida State are both really
talented
teams.
Florida
State is probably an NCAA

Tournament team, and I just
really thought our guys were
locked in." It was almost as if
Brownell had the prescience
to realize that his Tigers had
been reborn as a much more
formidable foe at the onset of
conference play.
Clemson has won each of
its last two games by spreading
the ball around offensively,
with Blossomgame and center
Landry Nnoko both carrying
their fair shares of the load.
There is an overall energy
that emanates from the Tigers'
play, too, as the entire team
appears to have come together
at the right time. Clemson's
next test is a foreboding one,
with the Tigers squaring off
against the No. 16 Louisville
Cardinals at home on Sunday
afternoon. While there are no
guarantees in the hectic
world of college basketball,
it should be expected that
Brownell's squad will put up a
gallant fight.
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James Kidd // TimeOut Editor
Wmter is great for a lot of thing.,, whether it be for s'mores, bonfires, hot chocolate or playing in the snow for hours. However, as anyone who lives in Clemson
can attest, not a lot of that is possible or fun in 70-degree weather. Sure, you could go to the movie theater where it feels like winter, but you've already seen 'The Force
Awakens" four times, as well as the written rule that nothing good comes out in the cinematic graveyard that isJanuary. Fret not, dear reader, as The Tiger is here to save
the day! Here are some great new movies releasing in the coming weeks that are too good to pass up.

This one is cheating, as it comes out early February, but considering the sheer
amount of talent behind it, it certainly won't be one to miss. It comes from the
minds of the Coen Brothers, the duo behind such classics like "Raising Arizona,"
"Oh Brother, Where Art Thou?" and "The Big Lebowski," which are some of the
funniest movies out there. It also happens to have one of the most star studded casts
in some time, with the likes ofJosh Brolin, George Clooney, Jonah Hill, Chan
ning Tatum and Scarlett Johansson, and that's not even scratching the surface. Not
much of the plot is known at this point, but it involves a mysterious organization
called The Future, capturing a doofus big name movie star in 1950's Hollywood,
and a "fixer's" attempt to rescue him so the titular blockbuster, "Hail Caesar," can
finish up in time for awards season. The Coen Bros have yet to put out a bad movie
throughout their 20-year career, so there is no way that the fllm will be any less than
fantastic. "Hail, Caesar!" releases in theaters February 5.

With eight movies under his belt, you are either a fan of Quentin Tarantino for his interesting
dialogue or you loathe him for the excess of violence and immaturity. So, with word of the
director's latest, "The Hateful Eight," being hisTarantino-iest yet, you've probably already made
up your mind whether you are going to see it in theaters. If you happen to be in the first group
or are open-minded enough to give Tarantino another chance, you'll find an intriguing western
murder mystery that takes inspiration from one of the director's earliest movies, "Reservoir
Dogs." Following, you guessed it, eight characters that are forced to stay overnight in a remote
cabin during a winter storm. Naturally, none of the lawmen, hangmen or criminals get along
very well, and once the body count starts rising, the race to find the culprit becomes a race for
survival. "The Hateful Eight" is currently playing in theaters nationwide.
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Much like Tarantino, director Spike Lee is a fairly controversial person in the fllm community for his ten
dency to speak his mind. So, when the African American director was forced to get his latest fllm funded by
Amazon because of the controversial premise, you know that it's going to be a doozy of a movie. Based off
the Greek play "Lysistrata," "Chi-Raq" takes place in modern-day Chicago, where the amount of gang-relat
ed deaths has managed to top the amount of reported U.S. military casualties in Iraq. However, once a local
child dies in the crossfire of a gang conflict, all the women in the community decide they have had enough,
refusing to allow any man to take them to bed until the violence stops. Taking full advantage of its roots in
classical theater, all the characters in the movie predominantly speak in a lyrical, Shakespearian fashion, with
Samuel L. Jackson playing the role of the Greek chorus. While all that might sound a little too outlandish
for some, there is also a good bit of humor and heart throughout that anyone can enjoy. "Chi-Raq" is cur
rently available through Amazon Prime streaming.
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This year's Academy Awards might be the one to remember, as Leonardo
DiCaprio might actually get an Oscar for Best Actor for his role in "The
Revenanr." The latest from director Alejandro G. Ifiarritu, who also directed last year's Academy winner, "Birdman," the Him chronicles the true
story of frontiersman Hugh Glass in 1823. Horrifically wounded by a
bear on a hunting trip through South Dakota, as well as being abandoned
by his group after a traitorous member kills his son, Glass is fueled by his
need for revenge and survival as he fights to live in the hostile environ
ment. While some critics have been appalled by the violence in the film,
nearly everyone has praised DiCaprio's performance and commitment to
the role, who apparently only speaks around forty lines throughout the
entire movie. "The Revenant"
releases in theaters January 8.

''

''

Justice Served or Conspiracy?
Ashley Stout
Asst. Photo Editor
"Making a Murderer"
you've probably heard of it
by now. It's the conspiracy
ridden documentary that's
been taking over N etflix and
social media for the past few
weeks. And, ifyou're anything
like me, you spent 10 hours
of your life resisting the urge
to throw breakable objects
and
scream
obscenities.
SPOILER ALERT: If you
haven't actually watched
it yet, stop reading this
article and go spend the
next 10 hours of your life
enlightening yourself.
The
10-episode
documentary tells the story
of Steven Avery, a man
wrongly charged for rape
who as a result, spent I 8
years in prison. The series
puts the justice system into
question-- more specifically
in the state of Wisconsin.
It also tries to answer the

I

question of whether or not
the police of Manitowoc
County actually framed
Avery for the crime.
When he is finally released
after DNA evidence that
proves he is innocent, Avery
is accused of the murder
of a young photographer
named Teresa Halbach. Not
only that, but his I 6-year
old
nephew
Brendan
Dassey is also involved in
the accusations after being
coerced into an inaccurate
confession of assisting the
sexual assault and murder
of the woman. It is made
very clear that Dassey's
IQ is borderline mentally
handicapped and that none
of his DNA was present in
the crime scene, but he is still
charged guilty by the jury.
There are few things more
heartbreaking than hearing
Brendan say the honest
words, "I just want to go
home" while he is on
the stand.

Currently, Steven Avery
is serving life without the
chance for parole. Brendan
Dassey is serving life with
the chance of early release in
2048. Brendan will be 57 by
that time. There are petitions
going around requesting
that
President
Obama
pardon Steven Avery and
Brendan Dassey. However,
the president is the only
person granted the power to
pardon someone convicted
of a crime at the federal level.
He does not have the legal
authority to pardon at the
state level. The prosecutor
involved in the case has
stated that the documentary
did not include pertinent
evidence proving Avery's
guilt, while the filmmakers
claim that they made sure
to
include
the
most
convincing evidence
on
both sides.
Are the Averys innocent?
Tweet us @thetigerCU with
your thoughts!
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Amanda Hoefer // Contributor
After an incredible football season, full of hard-fought victories and subsequent locker room dance parties, our Tigers are taking their
talents from South Beach to Glendale, where they'll face Alabama for the National Championship. If you made the trip to the Orange
Bowl, you noticed just how well Clemson's fan base travels. Sun Life Stadium was at least 70 percent orange on New Year's Eve. If
you're making the 1,981 mile trip to Arizona, as many other Clemson fans will, we've got a comprehensive list of everything you'll need
to make your trip to the Natty as fun as possible.

WARM CLOTHES, HIKING BOOTS
ANDA CAMERA

AKILLER
PL YLIST

GATORADE AND CHICKEN
NOODLE SOUP

Our victory over Oklahoma was obviously the best
thing about the Orange Bowl, but the weather came in a
close second, with temperatures over 80 degrees and sunny
skies on game day. Unfortunately, Arizona won't be nearly
as warm, with a high of 58 degrees and a low of 37 on
Monday. Be sure to bring some light layers and a solid jacket
with you on your trip. We'd also recommend bringing some
outdoor gear if you're planning to take advantage of the
40,000 plus acres of desert, mountain parks and preserves
that surround Phoenix. If you're planning to hit up the
Grand Canyon, which is a three and a half hour drive north
of Phoenix, be sure to bundle up and bring a camera. Snow
is projected all weekend, which will only add to the sublime
scenery. Most importantly, bring your best Clemson clothes
so we can paint Arizona orange, just as we did in Miami.
Not that it wouldn't be worth getting sick to see the Tigers
take home the national championship, but no one wants to
chip to far into their two-to-three unexcused absences. For
professors attending the game, however, feel freee to wear
tank tops and board shorts. There'll hopefully be lots of
celebrating to do, and everyone could use an extra day or
so to do it.

Especially if you're trekking out to Arizona by car, you'll need
a fantastic playlist to keep you hyped up and entertained while
you travel, unless you plan on listening to "Hold us Back" for
the day long drive. You can draw some inspiration from Clemson
standbys and from the Vines and hype videos released by the
athletic department this year, which have done a fantastic job of
showcasing our team culture to fans all across the country. These
videos have featured Drake, Birdman, Kendrick Lamar and Jamie
xx among other artists. We suggest cranking Drake's album with
Future, "What a Time to Be Alive," which features "Jumpman,"
one of the team's favorite locker room jams. Be sure to throw
in Drake's epic diss track, "Back to Back," for good measure.
Kendrick Lamar's song, "Alright," from his album "To Pimp a
Butterfly" was featured on a Clemson Football Vine, and would
make a great addition to a road trip playlist. Jamie xx's track, "I
Know There's Gonna Be (Good Times)," another song utilized
by the Tiger's media team, is another jam you don't want to
miss. For good mojo, we'd also suggest throwing in some Death
Valley victory standbys, like "All I Do is Win'' by DJ Khaled,
"My House" by Flo Rida, and "We Are the Champions" by
Queen. To top it off, no Clemson playlist would be complete
without "Tiger Rag."

Dr. Kevin Strang of the University of Wisconsin-Madison
Medical School cited sports drinks and chicken noodle soup as
the optimum hangover cure in a Buzzfeed piece this July. While
a Clemson National Championship would give us all reason
to celebrate on Monday night, no one wants to be completely
miserable on their trip back to Clemson on Tuesday. A 28 hour
drive battling nausea and migraines would leave any roadtrip
crew with a bitter aftertaste. Combined with the heat, you could
be gearing up for a less-than pleasant ride home, especially ifyou
forget to pack your deoderant. But if you remember mouth wash
and turn to the greasy-food hangover cure, you can make the
return trip just as fun. Make a trip to West Coast favorite In-N
Out or Texas-based Whataburger, both of which have multiple
locations in and around Phoenix. If you want to handle your
hangover and indulge in some local grub, try pozole, a traditional
Mexican stew with meat, veggies, hominy and chiles that's
enjoyed all over the Southwest. Make sure to pack or grab your
hangover cure of choice so that your travels are as pleasant as
possible. Most importantly, be sure to avoid complaining about
your post-game headache to your Clemson fam who couldn't go
to the game. You'll find little sympathy from those who actually
had to go to class Monday.

If you're making your way out west to see the Tigers play, always remember to bring some Clemson spirit, be it with some $2 bills
stamped with a Tiger paw or with good sportsmanship. You can never go wrong if you treat everyone, including Alabama fans, like
they're part of the Clemson family too. Have fun, be safe and Go Tigers!
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CROSSWORD

44- Surprise;
47- Approvals;
48- Apanment sign;
49- Slippery fish;
50- Scot's cap;

Across

I- Steel girder;
6- Animal trap;
11-Rata_;
14- Actress Shire;
I 5- Five: Prefix;
I 6- Consumed;
17- Units;
18- Legal right of

25- Ed and Md ofbaseball;
26- Brother of Moses;
27- Ski lift;
28- French clergyman;
29- Long and Peeples;

53- Given to great feeling; 30- Domesticates;

56- Maternally related;
58- Stimpy's pal;
59- Growl angrily;
possession;
60-Karna__;
20- Defense advisory grp.; 6 I - Never, ro Nietzsche;
21-Abrupt;
62- Backs of feer;
23- Fur scarf;
63-Lieu;
24- Raise a glass to;
Down
26- Jock;
I- Pack_ (quit);
28- "Peer Gynt Suite"
2- Cave dwellers;

March 21 - April 20

37-Asian inland sea;
38- Deintensify;
40- Peevish;
41-0wn;

3

4- Intent;

44- Severe;
45- Marisa of "My Cousin

e

32- Unit ofweight in

5- Eyelash cosmetic;
6- Recreation;

46- Home _ _; Culkin

33- Put down, in slang;
36- Prohibits;
37- Knight wear;
38- Nixon pal Rebow;
39- Pothook shape;
40- Primp;

7- Salamander;

movie;

8- First name in advice;
9- Numbered rd.;
I 0- Hearing distance;
11- CallforniaNcvada lake;

47- Shouts:
49- Viscount's superior;

12- Leaning;

51- Gillette product;
52-Anthropologisr
Margaret;

41- Street m~chirie;

13- Native American tent;

54-- We're number_!;

il

.0

gemstones;

53

••

.

"E ,a
0

3

ffi .,

t;

SUDOKU· Skill Le~el: ♦♦♦ ◊◊◊
I,

8

I

l

5

4

1
7

5

6

7

Q)

4

;

5

4
Ii

9,

,

2

9

1

4

!ti

3"

3" l

l

s
·' I

f!J!.

l,

N

1,

1,
I,,

,~t

( f ~ GEMINI

/J~\

,~\\,~

.

;\~{_... June 22 - July 22

55- Dundee denial;
57- Crackpot;

-~

This Sunday, Monday and Tuesday

► should be religious holidays.

I

Ii~
r.. ~i'- July 23 -Aug. 23

. . . . LEO

i

3J

~

"

For once, everyone will be happy to
wake up on a Monday.

'

VIRGO
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

~LmaA

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

U2

2

May21-June21 ►

-.~\~' CANCER

l

"'

w~.
::::-~S~~
t.. _J

C

Kafdd5hians

April 21 - May 20

These ticket prices are making me

~ appreciate the digital waiting rooms .

►

Groceries for the rest of the
semester, or a ticket to the game?
Decisions, decisions...

31

1

w

:

Vinny";

•

~ TAURUS

,.
•>
,.

At least you won't have to adjust
~ much to Arizona's temperature
coming from Clemson.

s

o:;

7
9

Ill

¥

U2

4

6

-s

.§

5

8

3

,,

6
9

5

9
..!i4

2

· 19- WWII battle site
22- Mex. neighbor;

42-Crews;
43- Take turns;

l"'

42- Waste allowance;

government;

m,a

· Feb. 20 -

moisture;

3- Processes for choosing a 43- Fam. member;

46

~

~

ARJES

dancer;
45

,:,•PISCES

►

Take the Monday off- it's not like
your professors will be there either.

If Oemson always scores when you
~ leave the room, take one for the team
March 20 come to class Monday.

32- _ de menthe;
33- Lay wasre;
34- Yeah, sure;
35- Shrivelled, without

30- Verboten;
3 I- Flora and fauna;

°E44
0

AQUARIUS
Jan. 20- Feb. 19

•

SCORPIO
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

• SAGITrARIUS
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

'

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

Horoscopes by: The T,meOut Staff

►

Think ofit as a nice suprjse when your
roomate finds that you've stowed away
to Ariwna in their suitcase.

•

The smaller the major, the less
likdy that your professor will like
that you took a five day weekend.

National championship potlucks are

► like tailgates--;;o to all ofthem,

►

You know what's just as beautiful as a
national championship? The Grand
Canyon. Make sure to sightsee during
your time in Ariwna

Glendale is 1981 miles from
► Oemson. Coincidence? I think
not!
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TIMEOUT

THE TIGER

-I

M
~

•
at

OL
WolfRic\ge

• 15 exciting ski slopes: 4 green, 9 blue, 2 black diamonds
• 1 quad lift, 1 double lift, 2 surface lifts
• New beginner training slope and 160' surface lift.
• Ski Lodge with rental shops, large stone fireplace, concessions and more!
• Plenty of parking with shuttle service to lodge. ·

Thursday Night is College Night
Student lift ticket only $15 with ID

- --------- ---

Redeem this coupon to receive:

OFF
LIFT TICKET

-

One coupon per purchase. Not valid
Presidents Day or Martin Luther King weekend.
May not be combined with other discount specials.
Additional restrictions may apply. No cash value.
Expires 3-31-16

www.Ski olfRidgeNC.com.

